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Abstract — Reservoir engineers aim to build reservoir models to investigate ﬂuid ﬂows within
hydrocarbon reservoirs. These models consist of three-dimensional grids populated by petrophysical
properties. In this paper, we focus on permeability that is known to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence ﬂuid ﬂow.
Reservoir models usually encompass a very large number of ﬁne grid blocks to better represent
heterogeneities. However, performing ﬂuid ﬂow simulations for such ﬁne models is extensively
CPU-time consuming. A common practice consists in converting the ﬁne models into coarse models
with less grid blocks: this is the upscaling process. Many upscaling methods have been proposed in
the literature that all lead to distinct coarse models. The problem is how to choose the appropriate
upscaling method. Various criteria have been established to evaluate the information loss due to
upscaling, but none of them investigate connectivity. In this paper, we propose to ﬁrst perform a
connectivity analysis for the ﬁne and candidate coarse models. This makes it possible to identify
shortest paths connecting wells. Then, we introduce two indicators to quantify the length and
trajectory mismatch between the paths for the ﬁne and the coarse models. The upscaling technique
to be recommended is the one that provides the coarse model for which the shortest paths are the
closest to the shortest paths determined for the ﬁne model, both in terms of length and trajectory.
Last, the potential of this methodology is investigated from two test cases. We show that the two
indicators help select suitable upscaling techniques as long as gravity is not a prominent factor that
drives ﬂuid ﬂows.
Résumé — Sélection de méthodes d’upscaling par analyse de connectivité — Les ingénieurs de
réservoir construisent des modèles de réservoir pour comprendre les écoulements de ﬂuides dans les
réservoirs d’hydrocarbures. Ces modèles se composent de grilles en trois dimensions peuplées par
des propriétés pétrophysiques. Dans cet article, nous nous concentrons sur la perméabilité qui est
connue pour inﬂuencer de manière signiﬁcative l’écoulement du ﬂuide. Les modèles de réservoir ont
généralement un très grand nombre de mailles ﬁnes aﬁn de mieux représenter les hétérogénéités.
Cependant, les simulations d’écoulement sur ces modèles ﬁns sont très coûteuses en temps CPU.
Une pratique courante consiste à convertir les modèles ﬁns en modèles grossiers avec moins de
mailles : c’est le processus de mise à l’échelle. De nombreuses méthodes de changement d’échelle
ont été proposées dans la littérature qui mènent à des modèles grossiers différents. Le problème est
de savoir comment choisir la méthode de mise à l’échelle appropriée. Différents critères ont été
établis pour évaluer la perte d’information due à l’upscaling, mais aucun d’entre eux ne s’intéresse à
la connectivité. Dans cet article, nous nous proposons d’abord d’effectuer une analyse de
connectivité pour les modèles ﬁns et grossiers. Cela nous permet d’identiﬁer les chemins les plus
courts reliant les puits. Puis, nous présentons deux indicateurs pour quantiﬁer la différence de
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longueur et de trajectoire entre les chemins du modèle ﬁn et des modèles grossiers. La méthode de mise à
l’échelle qui sera recommandée est alors celle qui fournit le modèle grossier pour lequel le plus court
chemin est le plus proche de celui déterminé pour le modèle ﬁn, à la fois en termes de longueur et
de trajectoire. Enﬁn, le potentiel de cette méthodologie est étudié à partir de deux cas de test. Nous
montrons que les deux indicateurs permettent de sélectionner les techniques de changement d’échelle
appropriées tant que la gravité n’est pas un facteur important de l’écoulement.

INTRODUCTION
Reservoir models are commonly built to represent hydrocarbon reservoirs. They consist of grids with petrophysical
properties assigned to every cells. They can be given as
inputs to ﬂow simulators in order to predict ﬂuid displacements and hydrocarbon production. A necessary condition
to ensure the reliability of the simulated ﬂow responses is
that the reservoir models closely replicate the true spatial
distribution of petrophysical properties. These models are
usually ﬁnely gridded in order to properly capture heterogeneity occurring also at the ﬁne scale. Therefore, they
encompass a very signiﬁcant number of grid blocks, which
contribute to strongly increase the computational overburden. A possibility to circumvent this drawback is upscaling:
the ﬁne geological models are converted into coarser reservoir models. This results in a decrease in the number of grid
blocks and makes ﬂow simulation feasible in a reasonable
amount of time. Clearly, the coarse reservoir models do
not reproduce exactly the dynamic behavior of the ﬁne
geological models as upscaling induces a loss of information. Many upscaling techniques have been described in
the literature and some of them may be more appropriate
depending on the case studied. The interested reader can
refer to [1] for a thorough review. However, selecting the
most suitable technique is far from straightforward. To date,
distinct criteria [2-6] have been proposed to quantify the
information loss due to upscaling so that the quality of an
upscaled model can be estimated without performing any
ﬂuid ﬂow simulation. For instance, it was recommended to
deﬁne the information loss from the ratio of the number of
ﬁne cells to the number of coarse cells or from the comparison of the histograms of the studied property at the ﬁne and
coarse scales. However, a few methods only have focused on
connectivity, which is known to have a strong impact on
ﬂuid ﬂow. A recent comprehensive review of the inﬂuence
of connectivity on ﬂuid ﬂow is available in [7]. There are
several works in the literature, which use streamlines for
upscaling and its evaluation [8-10]. Even though faster than
classical volume ﬁnite simulation, streamline simulation still
calls for the solution of a transport equation. In this paper, we
aim to develop an alternative method to streamline
simulation based on reservoir connectivity analysis, which

does not solve any transport equation. This method can also
be used with any transmissibility considered. It is beyond the
scope of this paper to perform any statistical analysis of the
upscaled properties. However the reader interested in this
topic can refer to [11]. We consider hereafter that the
permeability ﬁeld is known and far above the percolation
threshold [12]. We introduce two new quality indicators
based upon reservoir connectivity. First, we determine the
shortest paths between injectors and producers. These shortest paths are assumed to approximate the main ﬂow paths.
Then, we focus on the lengths and trajectories of these paths.
The idea behind this connectivity analysis is to identify the
main ﬂow paths without performing any full ﬂuid ﬂow simulation. Such tools can help identify the most appropriate
upscaling technique because we aim to build coarse models
that preserve the same level of connectivity between wells as
the ﬁne models. The potential of such criteria to evaluate the
suitability of upscaled reservoir models is investigated from
two numerical experiments inspired by the SPE10 case.
We apply different upscaling methods to build coarse
reservoir models from a given ﬁne reservoir model. As the
upscaling techniques are not equivalent, the resulting coarse
models are different. Then, we compute the connectivitybased indicators for each of them. This helps select the most
suitable upscaled models for the ﬁeld case studied. Last,
we verify the soundness of this approach by inputting the
coarse reservoir models into a ﬂuid ﬂow simulator.

1 DEFINITION OF A CONNECTIVITY-BASED CRITERION
1.1 Connectivity Analysis
A reservoir model is deﬁned as a grid with porosity and
permeability values assigned to grid blocks. Following
graph theory, the centers of the grid blocks are considered
as nodes connected by weighted links. The value of the
weight characterizing the link between two nodes provides
the distance between these two nodes or the cost to move
from one node to the other one. Reservoir models are usually
based on simple Cartesian grids or Corner Point Grids
(CPG). In this case, the maximal number of nodes connected
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to one node is known and small: for a two-dimensional grid,
it is at most 4 (Fig. 1). Within the context of reservoir
modeling, the distance between two nodes i and j can be considered as the ratio of the pore volume to transmissibility
TiMj [13]. The suitability of such a deﬁnition is questionable
as it involves only static properties. To incorporate a ﬂavor
of dynamic information without performing the costly full
two or three phase ﬂow simulation, we suggest a model
using a simpliﬁed pressure ﬁeld. This is obtained by solving
the steady state single phase conservation equation. Therefore we just solve this equation and use the resulting
pressures. The distance we use comes from the calculation
of discrete times of ﬂight. Indeed, one possible way to
compute these times consists in solving numerically the
following system of equations:
(

div ðsvÞ ¼ U

ð1Þ

v ¼  kkl t rP

where v is Darcy velocity, U the porosity, kt the total mobility, k the permeability and P the pressure. The total mobility
kt is equal to Kr
l where Kr stands for the relative permeability
and l for the viscosity. As boundary conditions, we assume
that the time of ﬂight is equal to 0 in all perforated cells
crossed by an injector well. System (1) can be solved by
means of a classical ﬁnite volume scheme [14]. For each grid
cell i, the ﬁrst equation of (1) is discretized as follows:
X

X

si$j vi!j þ

j2NðiÞ

si$p vi!p ¼

V pi

ð2Þ

p2PðiÞ

where NðiÞ stands for the set of all neighbouring cells of i
and PðiÞ for the set of the perforations of cell i, if any. Let
us consider more precisely the ﬂuxes between two cells. In
Equation (2), siMj represents a discrete upwind time of ﬂight
for the face i M j which is given by:

si$j ¼

si if vi!j  0
sj otherwise

V pi

corresponds to the pore volume
In the right hand side,
of the grid block i. For Cartesian grids, the ﬂux vi?j oriented
from cell i to cell j can be computed by using a two point ﬂux
approximation:
vi!j ¼ vj!i

 


kt
¼
T i$j Pi  Pj
l i$j

 
where TiMj is the transmissivity and the term klt
is
i$j
upwinded
as
previously
according
to
the
sign of (Pi  Pj). The discrete system (2) corresponds to a
linear system that should be inverted in order to obtain the
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Figure 1
Representation of a reservoir model as a weighted graph.

discrete times of ﬂight si in all cells i. Instead of solving this
linear system, we chose in this work to resort to a graph
search algorithm solving the single-source shortest path
problem for a graph with nonnegative face path costs.
The costs that should be deﬁned on each face i M j have
been deﬁned based on the following remarks. By dividing
Equation (2) by V pi we can observe that the term in factor
to the time of ﬂight siMj is equal to:
 



kt
l i$j T i$j
V pi

Pi  Pj



which corresponds to the inverse of the discrete time needed
to move from cell i to cell j. Conversely,
 



kt
l i$j T i$j
V pj

Pj  P i



represents the inverse of the discrete time needed to move
from cell j to cell i. Since two different pore volumes appear
in both previous expressions, we can take a geometric mean
of the two and leave out the mobility term which can only be
known if at least a two-phase model has been previously
solved. This led us to deﬁne the following surface rate on
each interface i M j:

d i!j

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V pi V pj


¼
T i$j Pi  Pj

ð3Þ

di?j is a rate considered hereafter as a distance or a surface
between two connected nodes i and j and moving from node
i to node j (in m2/s). Fluid ﬂow being driven by pressure,
di?j is positive when Pi > Pj; otherwise, the link is removed
(the ﬂuid can ﬂow only from high to low pressures). Once
we know the distances between the connected nodes, we
can determine the shortest paths between injectors and
producers using Dijkstra’s algorithm [15]. Its complexity is
in Oðn2 Þ, but a variant of it can be used in the case studied.
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Figure 2
a) Permeability ﬁeld and associated shortest path derived from connectivity analysis without accounting for pressure. b) Permeability ﬁeld and
associated shortest path derived from connectivity analysis with pressure accounted for. c) Water saturation at breakthrough time.

The algorithm developed by Fredman and Tarjan [16] is
appropriate when the number of links per node is small.
Its complexity reduces to Oðn ln ðnÞÞ. In such conditions,
identifying the shortest paths is very fast. An example
stressing why it is important to account for pressure, even
approximately, is depicted in Figure 2. We consider a permeability ﬁeld with 220 grid blocks along the X axis and

60 along the Y axis. For simplicity, we assume that the reservoir is initially saturated with oil and that production is based
upon water injection. There are two wells: the injector in grid
block (1, 1) and the producer in the opposite corner.
Figure 2a, shows the shortest path derived from static information only [13] while Figure 2b shows the shortest path
derived from Equation (3) with pressure information.
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For comparison purposes only, we performed the full ﬂuid
ﬂow simulation. The resulting water saturation is reported
at the bottom for the whole ﬁeld at breakthrough time.
The two shortest paths are visibly distinct. We verify that
the shortest path that accounts for pressure is much more
consistent with the main ﬂow path derived from the full ﬂuid
ﬂow simulation.
1.2 Connectivity-Based Indicators
We now propose to refer to the shortest paths deﬁned as
explained above to assess the ability of a coarse reservoir
model to reproduce the dynamic behavior of a ﬁne reservoir
model. In a nutshell, we consider that the connectivity
properties of a “good” coarse model must be quite similar
to the ones of the ﬁne model. We focus hereafter on the
determination of the shortest paths connecting injectors to
producers. Keeping this goal in mind, we introduce two
connectivity-based indicators to measure the closeness of
the shortest paths determined for both the coarse and ﬁne
models. If we consider E the set of cells included in a
shortest path connecting an injector to a producer in a
grid G, the length of the shortest path is computed as
follows:
lengthG ¼

X

d i!j

ð4Þ

ði;jÞ2E

We consider a path connecting an injector to a producer.
The ﬁrst indicator compares the length of the shortest path
identiﬁed for the coarse model to the length of the shortest
path for the ﬁne model:
jjlengthfine  lengthupscaled jj
lengthfine

Simple example a) ﬁne grid with 2 layers, b) coarse grid with
one layer, c) pressure gradient (same for ﬁne and coarse grids).

porosity are assumed to be identical for all grid cells. Thus,
we obtain:
d Fi!j ¼

Vp
2V p

 and d G

 ð6Þ
i!j ¼
G
G
T Fi$j PFi  PFj
TG
P

P
i$j
i
j

Each well works at constant bottom hole pressure
(Fig. 3c) and we have a linear pressure gradient. So,
PFi ¼ PG
i 8i. To compare the paths, we can also consider:
d Fi!j ¼

1.2.1 First Indicator: Length of the Shortest Path

IL ¼

Figure 3

However T i$j ¼
have:

Vp
2V p
and d G
i!j ¼ G
F
T i$j
T i$j

K i S ij
x .

d Fi!j ¼

Vp
KF

ð7Þ

F
As DxF = DxG and S G
ij ¼ 2S ij , we

and d G
i!j ¼

2V p
2K G

ð8Þ

For this simple case, we want to compare:
ð5Þ

This indicator tends to 0 when the lengths of the two
shortest paths tend to the same value. As a result, an appropriate coarse model must be characterized by an IL indicator
as small as possible. Our purpose is not to exactly reproduce
the length of the shortest path. Differences between the
shortest path for the ﬁne and the coarse models are expected.
Instead, we aim at ranking the upscaled models by considering the paths. The idea is to identify the upscaled model
for which the shortest path is the closest to the one obtained
for the ﬁne model. Let us consider a simple two dimensional
reservoir model with 2 layers only (Fig. 3a). This model is
then upscaled so as to get a single layer (Fig. 3b). Theoretically, in such conditions, the arithmetic average is the
most appropriate upscaling method. The volume and

1
1
F and
K
KG

ð9Þ

The results for the shortest path length indicator are given
in Table 1. They make it possible to check that the best
upscaled model is the one derived from the arithmetic average, as expected (and the 2D isotropic Bound Combination
(BC), which comes down to the arithmetic method in this
simple test case).
1.2.2 Second Indicator: Trajectory of the Shortest Path

The comparison of the lengths of the shortest paths is not
enough as two paths may be different while having the same
length. We therefore introduce a second
 i  indicator to compare
also their trajectories. We note ~
xk k¼1:::mi the coordinates
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TABLE 1
Shortest path length indicator for the simple case
Methods

Error

Fine

0.01

Arithmetic

0.018

Harmonic

0.05

Geometric

0.03

2D isotropic BC

0.018

Figure 4
Sketch illustrating the computation of the distance between the
shortest path determined for the ﬁne model (red/yellow cells)
and the shortest path deﬁned for the coarse model (blue cells).

ðxik ; yik ; zik Þ of a cell k that belongs to the path identiﬁed at the
~i
ﬁne scale. Likewise, X
K K¼1...M i is the coordinates of a cell
K that belongs to the corresponding path at the coarse scale.
Superscript i indicates that the path under consideration is
the one connecting the injector i to producer p. The measure
of difference between the ﬁne and the coarse paths is given
as (Fig. 4):
M ip ¼

M ip
X
K¼1

min

k¼1...mip



qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 ip
2  ip
2  ip
2
xk  X ip
þ yk  Y ip
þ zk  Z ip
K
K
K
ð10Þ

The measure M is the sum of the minimum distances
calculated between each coarse cell and the cells on the ﬁne
grid path. That minimum distance is measured using the
Euclidean distance between the centers of coarse and ﬁne
grid cells. Examples are represented in green in Figure 4.
It has to be noticed that the measure between a coarse grid
block and a ﬁne one is set to zero when the ﬁne grid block
is included into the coarse one: in this case we get the
resolution limit. These ﬁne grid blocks are in yellow in
Figure 4.

2 UPSCALING TECHNIQUES
As already mentionned, we focus on the upscaling of the
absolute permeability. In the more general case of multiphase ﬂow, the upscaling of the relative permeabilities has
also to be considered. However, in many cases, it is possible
to build reasonably accurate coarse models with only the
permeability (and porosity) upscaled. Renormalization is
the most effective upscaling technique as far as connectivity
through scales is considered as a concern [17, 18]. However,
this technique is not common in commercial upscaling
software. This is the reason why it is not studied here.
In addition, in [18], the authors explain that this method
gives results very close to the geometric mean which is
one of the methods considered hereafter. This section recaps

the basics of the upscaling techniques we applied to build
coarse reservoir models. The idea is to refer to local or
intrinsic techniques that do not require full or even simpliﬁed
ﬂuid ﬂow simulations over the whole reservoir model.
The “local” and “intrinsic” terms mean that the equivalent
property attributed to a given coarse cell depends only on
the properties on the ﬁne cells included in the coarse one
[19, 20]. We note V and v the volumes of the coarse and ﬁne
cells, K and k the permeabilities of the coarse and ﬁne cells
and J the set of ﬁne cells included in the coarse cell:
– Arithmetic mean. When referring to the arithmetic mean,
the permeability of coarse cell i is derived from:
K ai ¼

1X
vj k j
V i j2J

ð11Þ

– Harmonic mean. The harmonic mean is given by:
1
1 X vj
¼
h
V i j2J k j
Ki

ð12Þ

As is well-known, the arithmetic and harmonic means
provide upper and lower bounds for the coarse permeability:
– Geometric mean. The geometric mean is given by:
Y Vvj
K gi ¼
kj i
ð13Þ
j2J

l stands for mean while subscripts a, h and g indicate
whether the mean is arithmetic, harmonic or geometric.
– 2D isotropic BC method. Referring to the same idea
according to which the coarse permeability can be derived
from the averaging of some bounds, one possibility
consists in deﬁning bounds closer than the arithmetic
and harmonic means and in averaging them. As the interval between the bounds gets narrower, the error in the
coarse permeability is expected to decrease. Considering
a uniform ﬂow in a given direction, Cardwell and Parsons
[21] showed that an upper bound K1 for the coarse
permeability is derived from the harmonic mean of the
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arithmetic means of the ﬁne permeabilities, calculated
over each slice of cells perpendicular to the ﬂow
direction:
   
K 1i ¼ lxh lza lya k j j2J

ð14Þ

A lower bound K2 is estimated the same way considering
slices parallel to the ﬂow direction. K2 is then given by the
arithmetic mean of the harmonic means of the ﬁne
permeabilities:
   
K 2i ¼ lza lya lxh k j j2J

ð15Þ

Then, Le Loch’ [22] approximated the coarse permeability using the geometric average of these two bounds:
iso:BC
K 2D
¼
i

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
K 1i K 2i

ð16Þ

– 3D isotropic BC method. The above method was
extended to the case of three dimensions by Lemouzy
[23]. This entails the introduction of K3 and K4:
   
K 3 ¼ lya lxh lza k j

ð17Þ

   
K 4 ¼ lza lxh lya k j

ð18Þ

In this case, the coarse permeability is given by:
iso:BC
K 3D
i

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
6  1 2  2 2
3 4
¼
K
K K K

ð19Þ

– 3D anisotropic BC method. The BC method was reﬁned
later on in order to account for anisotropy [24, 25], thus
resulting in:
 hy2 hy3 þhz2 hz3  2 1hy3 hz3
K anisoBC
¼ K 1i
Ki
i
 3 ð1hy2 Þhz3  4 ð1hz2 Þhy3
 Ki
Ki

ð20Þ

The h exponents are used to describe anisotropy.
– Numerical local method. The numerical local method is a
ﬂow-based method: the ﬁne pressure equation is solved
for every coarse grid blocks [26-28]. It accounts for the
spatial distribution of permeabilities at the ﬁne scale and
is usually considered as more accurate than the simple
algebraic means presented above. However, a signiﬁcant
issue is the choice of the boundary conditions to be
imposed [29]. No-ﬂow boundary conditions are
considered hereafter.
Other very interesting methods based on transmissibility
upscaling exist, but they are not used in this paper [30].
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3 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
Two types of numerical experiments are performed to verify
whether the proposed connectivity-based indicators can help
identify the best coarse reservoir models.
3.1 First SPE10 Case
The case studied in this ﬁrst numerical experiment is the
one developed within the framework of the Tenth SPE
Comparative Solution [31]. It is a two-phase (oil and gas)
reservoir with a simple 2D vertical cross-sectional geometry
and no dipping or faults (Fig. 4). The reservoir is 762 m long,
7.62 m wide and 15.24 m thick. The ﬁne grid used for the
ﬁne geological model encompasses 100 9 1 9 20 grid
blocks, all with identical dimensions. The top of the model
is at 0.0 m and the initial pressure at this level is 6.89 bar
(100 psia). Initially, the ﬁeld is fully saturated with oil,
meaning that there is no mobile water. For simplicity,
porosity is assumed to be 20% over the entire reservoir.
On the other hand, the spatial distribution of permeability
is characterized by an anisotropic variogram with the main
range along the horizontal axis. In addition, ﬂuids are
assumed to be incompressible and immiscible. Their viscosities and densities are reported in Table 2. The relative permeabilities are given in [31]. Last, we consider that capillary
pressures are negligible. The reservoir is produced from
two wells, a vertical injector on the left and a vertical
producer on the right (Fig. 5). Both of them have an internal
diameter of 0.3048 m (1.0 ft) and are perforated over the
entire reservoir. The injection rate is set to 6.97 m3/day with
a bottom pressure limit of 47.55 bar (690 psia). The producer
is submitted to a constant bottom pressure limit of 6.55 bar
(95 psia). Two injection schemes are investigated in the
following subsections: gas injection and water injection.
The coarse reservoir grid consists of 25 9 1 9 5 grid blocks.
In other words, a coarse grid block includes 4 9 4 ﬁne grid
blocks. The coarse grid is then populated with coarse
permeability values derived from the 5 following upscaling
techniques: arithmetic mean, harmonic mean, geometric
mean, 2D isotropic BC method and numerical local method.
In this speciﬁc case, the 2D and 3D isotropic BC methods are
equivalent as the permeability ﬁeld is a two-dimensional
section. The following step consists in identifying the
shortest path between the injector and the producer for the
ﬁne and the 5 coarse models. It is worth mentioning that
the distance between two grid blocks (Eq. 3) belonging to
the same well is set to 0 when performing the connectivity
analysis. This implies that there is a zero distance between
two points of the same well. This yields a correct path
between two perforated cells. At this stage, there is no need
to perform any full ﬂuid ﬂow simulation, but a single
pressure solve.
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TABLE 2
Fluid properties

TABLE 3
Shortest path length indicator for the ﬁrst Tenth SPE case

Oil

Gas

Water

Methods

Error

Viscosity l (cp)

1

0.01

0.3

Arithmetic

1.315

Density q (Kg/m3)

700

1

1025

Harmonic

63.471

Geometric

11.536

2D isotropic BC

1.907

Numerical local

1.665

bound combination, the numerical local methods or the
arithmetic mean. For sure, the harmonic and geometric
means have to be rejected.
3.1.3 Validation

Figure 5

We now run the full ﬂuid ﬂow simulations for the ﬁne and
the 5 coarse models, the objective being to compare the
simulated production responses. We focus ﬁrst on gas injection, second on water injection.

First SPE test case: permeability ﬁeld.

Gas Injection

3.1.1 First Indicator: Length of the Shortest Path

The shortest path determined for the coarse model built from
the arithmetic mean is the one whose length is closer to the
length of the shortest path at the ﬁne scale. The values calculated for the length indicator are listed in Table 3.
3.1.2 Second Indicator: Trajectory of the Shortest Path

The shortest paths determined for the 5 upscaling methods
are displayed in Figure 6. They are compared to the shortest
path deﬁned for the ﬁne model. The corresponding D distances (Eq. 10) are provided in Table 4. As can be seen in
Figure 6, the coarse models yielding the shortest path the
closest to the one obtained at the ﬁne scale is derived from
the 2D isotropic BC methods. In this case, the superimposition is perfect. Otherwise, there is more or less the same discrepancy when using the arithmetic mean or the numerical
local method. This discrepancy gets stronger with the
geometric and harmonic means. According to the ﬁrst length
indicator, the upscaling technique to be used in the case
studied is the arithmetic mean. On the other hand, the
trajectory indicator pleads in favor of the isotropic BC
approximation. These results show that the two indicators
must be jointly considered to ﬁnd a good upscaling
technique. In view of these indicators both together, the
recommended upscaling techniques could be either the

The simulated bottom-hole pressure and gas injection rate at
surface condition are displayed in Figure 7 for the injector.
Clearly, the bottom hole pressure is drastically overestimated
for the coarse model derived from the harmonic mean.
In addition, the injection rate for this coarse model does
not respect the required constraint of 6.97 m3/day. A ﬁrst
conclusion, given the ﬁne and coarse simulation results, is
that the harmonic average is not appropriate in this ﬁrst
example for building the coarse reservoir model. This is
actually consistent with the analysis based upon the shortest
path length and trajectory indicators (Tab. 3 and 4). On the
other hand, the bottom-hole pressure computed for the
coarse model derived from the geometric mean is also overvalued. This is again in agreement with the two length and
trajectory indicators. Tables 3 and 4 visibly indicate that this
upscaling technique is not suitable for the case studied.
Therefore, we focus hereafter on the other upscaling techniques. The oil rate simulated for the producer is now shown
in Figure 8. We observe that the responses simulated for the
coarse models constructed from the bound combination and
the numerical local methods are pretty close, but less good
than the ones obtained for the arithmetic-based coarse
model. Thus, considering the results reported in Figures 7
and 8, we conclude that the best upscaling method to be used
here is the arithmetic mean. This yields a coarse model
reproducing the dynamic behavior simulated for the ﬁne
model. Besides, the analysis of the shortest path length
indicator (Tab. 3) points out that the most suitable upscaling
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TABLE 4
Shortest path trajectory indicator for the ﬁrst case of the Tenth SPE
Comparative Solution
Methods

Error

Arithmetic

369.779

Harmonic

801.453

Geometric

594.979

2D isotropic BC

0

Numerical local

346.454

a)

Figure 6
Comparison of the shortest path determined for the ﬁne model
(red cells) to the shortest paths determined for the 5 upscaled
models (blue cells). The 5 upscaled models are built from the
arithmetic mean, the geometric mean, the numerical local
method, the harmonic mean, and, the isotropic BC method.

b)
Figure 7
Gas rate a) and bottom hole pressure b) at the injector simulated
for the ﬁne ﬁrst SPE tenth case model and the corresponding
coarse models in the case of gas injection.

technique is the arithmetic mean, closely followed by the
numerical local and BC methods. Therefore, the ﬂow
simulation results seem to validate the information content
provided by this length indicator. However, the analysis
of Table 4 leads to different conclusions. The shortest path
trajectory indicator recommends the use of the BC
method that provides better results than the numerical local
method and arithmetic mean. These apparently puzzling

results can be explained by the nature of the ﬂuid injected.
Gas being lighter than oil, it tends to move upward in the
reservoir. However, we do not account for gravity when
computing the distance (Eq. 3) between two adjacent grid
blocks. The shortest path identiﬁed for the ﬁne model goes
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Figure 9
Shortest path (gray) superposed to the gas saturation map at the
ﬁne scale.

Figure 8
Oil rate at surface conditions simulated for the ﬁne ﬁrst SPE
tenth case model and the corresponding coarse models in the
case of gas injection.

down: it is not capable of capturing the gravity effect.
Therefore, it departs from the main ﬂow path (Fig. 9).
This is the same for the shortest paths computed for the
coarse models. The reason why the arithmetic mean is
more suitable in this speciﬁc case is just pure coincidence.
a)

Water Injection

In order to verify our previous conclusions and get rid of the
prominent effect of gravity, we now consider the same case,
but with water injection (Tab. 2) instead of gas injection.
The bottom-hole pressure and water rate simulated for the
injector are displayed in Figure 10. Again, the harmonic
and geometric means provide coarse models that overestimate bottom-hole pressure. It is better to avoid these upscaling techniques as suggested by the length and trajectory
indicator values (Tab. 3 and 4). When focusing on the oil rate
at the producer (Fig. 11), we verify that the studied upscaling
methods, the harmonic and geometric means being disregarded, ﬁnally yield coarse models that behave more or less
the same way. This is now consistent with the conclusions
derived from the analysis of the length and trajectory
indicators. Therefore, provided gravity is not prominent,
the proposed length and trajectory indicators can be used
to make recommendations about the upscaling techniques
to apply or not.

3.2 Second SPE10 Case
A second numerical experiment is considered to investigate
the interest of the proposed connectivity indicators. The case
studied in this section is the second one developed within the

b)
Figure 10
Water rate a) and bottom hole pressure b) at the injector simulated for the ﬁne ﬁrst SPE tenth case model and the corresponding coarse models in the case of water injection.

framework of the Tenth SPE Comparative Solution [31]. It is
characterized by a very simple geometry, with no top structure or faults. The ﬁne geological model (Fig. 12) is constructed on a regular Cartesian grid with dimensions
1200 9 2200 9 170 ft3. It describes part of a Brent sequence
with the Tarbert formation on the top and the Upper Ness
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TABLE 5
PVT table for the oil phase
Pressure (bar)

Bo

Viscosity (cp)

20.68

1.05

2.85

55.13

1.02

2.99

551.34

1.01

3

TABLE 6
Well locations

Figure 11
Oil rate at surface conditions simulated for the ﬁne ﬁrst SPE
tenth case model and the corresponding coarse models in the
case of water injection.

X location

Y location

Injection well I

600

1100

Production well P1

0

0

Production well P2

1200

0

Production well P3

1200

2200

Production well P4

0

2200

TABLE 7
Shortest path length indicator for the TOP unit

Figure 12
Second tenth SPE case: permeability ﬁeld.

one at the bottom. The Tarbert formation represents a prograding near-shore environment: it is 70 ft thick and includes
35 layers. The bottom 100 ft, that is the Upper Ness formation, is ﬂuvial and encompasses 50 layers. The dimension of
a grid block is 20 9 10 9 2 ft3 at this ﬁne scale. The ﬁne grid
consists of 60 9 220 9 85 cells, that is 1.122 million cells.
3.2.1 Flow Model

The ﬂow model is brieﬂy described below. The interested
reader can refer to [31] for more details. The formation volume factor, compressibility, viscosity and density for water
are 1.01 bbl/bbl, 3 9 106 psi1, 0.3 cp and 1025 kg/m3
(64 lb/ft3), respectively. The oil properties are characterized
by the PVT table reported in Table 5. Oil density is assumed

P1

P2

P3

P4

2D
isotropic
BC

0.579

0.575

1.832

0.829

Arithmetic

0.138

0.382

1.184

0.929

3D
isotropic
BC

0.576

0.571

1.830

0.825

Geometric

3.055

3.873

7.702

7.937

Harmonic

8.786

11.745

23.424

25.719

Numeric
local

0.627

0.603

1.911

0.880

3D
anisotropic
BC

0.560

0.564

1.819

0.809

to be 849 kg/m3 (53 lb/ft3). The coarse grid built from
the ﬁne grid contains 30 9 110 9 17 cells (56 100 cells).
In such conditions, the modeling of the top formation
involves 7 layers and the bottom one 10 layers. The upscaling methods used to populate the coarse grid with coarse
permeability values are the arithmetic, harmonic and
geometric means, the 2D and 3D isotropic bound combination, the 3D anisotropic bound combination and numerical
local methods. Porosity being additive, coarse values are
computed using the arithmetic mean. The reservoir is
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TABLE 8
Shortest path length indicator for the BOTTOM unit

TABLE 9
Shortest path trajectory indicator for the TOP unit

P1

P2

P3

P4

P1

P2

P3

P4

2D
isotropic
BC

0.603

0.690

1.896

1.048

2D
isotropic
BC

7077.95

1117.17

1997.83

3421.11

Arithmetic

0.081

0.282

0.930

0.054

Arithmetic

5229.28

1229.01

1752.82

3373.09

3D
isotropic
BC

0.596

0.674

1.888

1.031

3D
isotropic
BC

7077.95

1117.17

1997.83

3421.11

Geometric

5.224

3.965

7.292

5.165

Geometric

6869.24

1720.39

1196.25

1596.81

Harmonic

159.7

67.26

103.5

117.7

Harmonic

4309.71

2095.38

1830.91

3703.75

Numeric
local

0.698

0.887

2.097

1.196

Numeric
local

7058.77

1336.83

1997.83

3421.11

3D
anisotropic
BC

0.612

0.651

1.871

1.032

3D
anisotropic
BC

7077.95

1336.83

1997.83

3421.11

produced from 4 producers located in the 4 corners of the
model (Tab. 6), each producing at 275.7 bar (4000 psi) bottom-hole pressure. There is also a central water injection
with a injection rate of 795.9 m3/day (5000 bbl/day) and a
maximum pressure of 689 bar (10 000 psi). All wells are vertical and completed throughout the entire formation.
3.2.2 Length and Trajectory Indicators

The single-source shortest path problem was separately
solved for the two units of the second tenth SPE case.
This choice was preferred due to the very distinct geological
features of these two units. Thus, we identiﬁed the 4 shortest
paths connecting the injector to the producers for the ﬁne
model and the 7 coarse ones, ﬁrst for the top unit and second
for the bottom unit. We then calculated the shortest paths
length and trajectory indicators for all coarse models.
The length indicator is reported in Tables 7 and 8 for the
top and bottom units, respectively. The trajectory indicator
is also provided for the two units in Tables 9 and 10. Given
the length indicator, we conclude that the coarse models
derived from the harmonic and geometric means are not able
to duplicate the lengths of the shortest paths determined for
the ﬁne model. As such, they can be considered as unsuitable. Otherwise, the arithmetic mean, the 2D and 3D isotropic bound combination, 3D anisotropic bound combination
and numerical local method yield coarse models for which
the lengths of the shortest paths are close to the ones
obtained for the ﬁne model. This conclusion holds whatever
the unit considered. At this stage, we focus on the trajectory
indicator. The harmonic and geometric means are no longer

considered as disqualiﬁed by the length indicator. In the case
of the top unit (Tab. 9), all results seem to be more or less
equivalent. This can be explained by the fact that the coarse
models in this case are all very smooth. They do not exhibit
any special kind of contrast or connectivity. None of the
candidate upscaling methods turns out to be better than
the others. The analysis for the bottom unit is different
(Tab. 10). The high values of the trajectory indicator calculated for the coarse arithmetic mean-based model suggest
that the arithmetic mean has to be avoided. Finally, in this
case, the recommendation would be to apply either the 2D
or 3D isotropic BC method, the 3D anisotropic BC method
or the numerical method.
3.2.3 Validation

Again, to validate the above analysis, we performed the full
ﬂow simulation for the ﬁne model and the 7 corresponding
coarse models. The bottom-hole pressures and water injection rates simulated for the injector at surface condition are
reported in Figure 13. As indicated by the shortest path study
previously performed, the harmonic mean turns out to be
undesired. It leads to an overestimated pressure and an injection rate signiﬁcantly below the required constraint of
794.93 m3/day (5000 bbl/day). The same criticism can be
formulated when considering the oil rates: they are underestimated for the four producers (Fig. 14: the oscillations
shown here result from the difﬁculty to converge. It could
be removed by adjusting the time step. However, for
comparison purposes, we decide to use the same time step
for all simulations). This deﬁnitely excludes the harmonic
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TABLE 10
Shortest path trajectory indicator for the BOTTOM unit
P1

P2

P3

P4

2D
isotropic
BC

5737.68

1675.64

8625.00

718.33

Arithmetic

3097.89

4937.14

4606.93

2966.54

3D
isotropic
BC

5745.48

1675.64

8610.96

718.33

Geometric

4145.04

2336.62

4277.46

574.96

Harmonic

9402.07

2655.88

4753.70

1139.60

Numeric
local

5782.98

1675.64

8662.68

680.55

3D
anisotropic
BC

5790.78

1675.64

8605.43

723.86

a)

b)
Figure 13

Figure 14

Bottom-hole pressure b) and water rate a) simulated at the
injector for the ﬁne second SPE tenth case model and corresponding coarse models.

Oil rates at surface conditions simulated at producers for the
ﬁne second SPE tenth case model and the corresponding coarse
models.
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mean. Another obvious result is that the bottom-hole pressure simulated for the injector when considering the coarse
model derived from the geometric mean is very different
from the expected one (Fig. 13). Therefore, we also eliminate this upscaling technique. Let us now focus on the arithmetic mean. Figure 13 shows that the pressure is also
underestimated in this case. In addition, it does not properly
reproduce the oil rates computed for the ﬁne model. This
again suggests that the arithmetic mean has to be rejected.
Finally, just as suggested by the analysis of the two length
and trajectory indicators, the recommended upscaling
techniques in this studied case are the 2D or 3D isotropic
BC method, the 3D anisotropic BC method or the numerical
method.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel methodology based upon
connectivity analysis that can be seen as a ﬁrst-pass to
evaluate how appropriate an upscaling technique is for a
given study case. It actually relies on the deﬁnition of two
indicators that are easy and fast to estimate as they do not
require any full ﬂuid ﬂow simulation. The leading idea is
to determine the shortest paths between injectors and
producers, these paths being considered as approximations
of the main ﬂow paths. The two indicators make it possible
to compare the lengths and trajectories of the shortest paths
deﬁned for the ﬁne model and the coarse model under
consideration. Two numerical experiments were presented
to investigate the potential of the proposed methodology.
The ﬁrst one was the ﬁrst tenth SPE case. In the case of
gas injection, we noted that the conclusions derived from
the indicator study were not consistent with the results of
the ﬂow simulations. This was related to the fact that the
deﬁnition of the shortest paths does not account for gravity.
Therefore, the indicators can not properly capture the ﬂow
behavior. The same case were run with water injection
instead of gas injection. We then veriﬁed the consistency
between the ﬂow simulation results and the study of the
shortest path length and trajectory indicators. The second
example considered was the second tenth SPE case. Again,
it stressed the validity of the proposed method. The analysis
of the two indicators made it possible to disqualify the
arithmetic, harmonic and geometric means while it showed
the suitability of the 2D and 3D isotropic BC method, the
3D anisotropic method and the numerical local method.
An important future step to prove the soundness of this
methodology will consist in studying more complex ﬁeld
cases with more wells. Moreover, the shortest paths as
deﬁned in this paper do not account for gravity. This is
actually the subject of ongoing research, the idea being to
be able to extend the deﬁnition of our connectivity criteria

to the case of gas injection. It is also worthwhile emphasizing the interest in entending the above analysis to a stochastic context.
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